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MINUTES 
SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING - May 21, 1980 

IRC 2 
5:00 pm. - 7 : 36 pm. 

Nancy Wiggs, Contract Committee Chairperson, was in the chair and called the meeting to 
order at 5:15 pm. 

Announcements: 
Nancy Wiggs indicated that th~ meeting could mark their ballots for electing the Union 
Organizer. 
Nancy then announced the results of the Provincial Affil~ation referendum - there were 
402 votes for and 364 votes against. Questions came from the floor in r ~gards to the legal-
it y of the vote. Nancy stated that she and Neil Boucher had challenged the vote on the 
basis that several Local #1 members did . not receive their ballots. The Provincial in turn 
had turned down the challenge. Nancy asked that members interested in pursuing the issue 
should contact her. · l 
Nominations were then opened for 10 delegates for the Provincial cohvention scheduled for 
June 21 and 22, 1980. Susan Zagar, Shelley Macinnes, Joan Treleaven and Katarina Halm were 
elected by acclamation. 
Nancy then announced the results of the Assessment Referendum: Yes - 328 / No - 120 / Spoil-
ed - 1. 
At that point Nancy Wiggs explained the venue for the meeting. She said that four reports 
were to be presented and that this exercise would lead up to the posing of the question 
whether to reduce our wage demand to 10% or continuing the strike . If the meeting decided 
to continue there would be a preferential ballot on the choices for continuing and in what 
form (for the full report come into the Union Office and peruse the 15 page report and 
s ample ballot which are affixed to these minutes). 
Nancy Wiggs ~roceeded to read the Contract Committee report. Cathy Mooney followed with a 
report on the effectiveness of the strike. Shurli Channe then spoke about the options open 
to the membership. To top it off Neil Boucher presented the recommendation of the Contract/ 
Strike/Executive Committees. Nancy indicated that the issue of lowering our wage demand to 
10% or not was now in order, and to that effect she said that a motion was now on the floor. 

She welcomed participation at the microphone and answered a question about the strike's cost 
to date . She said that it would cost ·a minimum of $50.00 to the end of May and $40-$50 a 
week after that . Marcel Dionne then spoke from the floor . He felt that this meeting was 
pivotal and that the decision to continue and escalate needed serious con s ideration. He sai d 
that it was his intent to present a motion. His motion was to include 10% in the first year, 
9.5% in the second year, the negotiating of all outstanding items, and a contract re-opener 
for the second year to negotiate benefit-related items. 
Nancy Wiggs stated that as another - motion was on the floor that Marcel should move to table 
it. 
Moved by Marcel Dionne 
Seconded by Carole Cameron 

The motion was DEFEATED. 

THAT THE MOTION ON THE FLOORIN REGARDS 
TO LOWERING OUR WAGE DEMAND TO 10% BE 
TABLED. 

Discussion then ensued from the floor . One member suggested reducing our wage demand to 10% 
as our strike was a no-win situation - she felt we could not exert much sustained pressure 
and that the University would wait us- out . She felt that by backing down we would lose only 
a battle not the war. She recommended that the $100 bonus ·es be depos ·ited in the Strike Fund 
and th at we take the issue of equal pay for work of equal value to the courts. 

Another member, Pat Gibson, spoke in support of not taking 10% and said it was necessary 
that we continue to strive for fair wages. He suggested that only by going out on mass could 
we demonstrate to Kenny and the public that we were s erious. Judy Wright said that there was 
no need to go bac~ and as o~r strike strategy needed time to develop and be effective we 
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should give it a chance. She felt that after May 31st $40 a week was not too much too 
bear considering the issues we were fighting for . 

Neil Boucher spoke on the possibility of getting loans for members in need should the 
strike develop to the point . 10% was not good enough for us - it may be a good settlement 
for CUPE, but the gap between the two Unions woul d increase. Neil suggested threatening 
the University at Convocation if necessary . He fe 1t that we hadn't found out whether or 
not we could win - if we lost three weeks from now, then we would know that we have lost . 

The next member to the microphone a sked how much the strike had cost and · what the project-
ions were for a continued selective strike strategy. Ray Galbraith provided a detailed ex-
planation. 

Lid Strand said we should look at developing strength in the community. He felt that next 
year AUCE would have no strength to bargain - we have to _face up to the reality that we 
will win. He said that if we remained out long enough we could jeopardize the whole regi-
stration period. Strikes were won not by strike funds but by the commitments of each mem-
ber . It was time for us to stand up and declare our importance. 

The next speaker commented on the apparent split of the membership and on the blase attitude 
of the majority of the membership who chose not to attend. She stat ~d that they deserved 
what they got . 

Lissett Nelson said that if we did not fight this strike to the end then we would suffer a 
complete defeat . She stated that she was not in agreement with the present strike strategy 
- she favoured holding out until the late summer. The strategy should include keeping one 
building out all summer and that the time should be used to prepare ourselves for an all-out 
strike . Furthermore, we should keep inclose touch with CUPE and plan some kind of joint 
action with their membership. 

Judy Wri ght spoke again and re-iterated that at ·present she was out for 15%. She said 
that she was not surprised at the University's acti on to date and she reminded the meeting 
that we were out for more than jus-t the 15%, there were several other it ems still on the 
table. 

Carole Cameron said that her opinion was in opposition to the sentiment of the meeting . She 
felt that the University didn ' t ca~e and that we could stay out until hell froze over . She 
commented on the fact that only 350 members were present for a pivotal meeting . What we 
were engaged in was a power struggle between our Union and how right we are and a University 
that doesn't care. She suggested that it was in our best interests to take the route of a 
tactical retreat. 

Another member raised the spectre of another bout with wage controls and asked how the 
Union int ended to collect any future assessments . She felt that the time might be right to 
consider a two-year agreement. She said it was not entirely -a question of how much we were 
worth but how much money was in the kitty . Sha then requested that the motion on the floor 
be re-read . 

Nancy Wiggs read the motion: THAT AUCE LOCAL #1 LOWER ITS WAGE DEMAND TO 10%. 

Judy Wright re-stated her position that we haven't lost yet and that we may win . If the 
University was to reject Marcel Dio nne's option then we would lose. If we lowered our wage 
demand at this meeting we have lost - this was the year for AUCE. She felt hesitant as she 
bel i eved more members should be present . 

The next speaker indicated that at least 800 members were not present - she recommended that 
we go back to work. The University was not hurting enough and money was being saved while 
we were out . Those members on strike were carrying the load for everybody. 

Ann Hutchison en t ered the discussion by addi~g that for most members the strike was not that 
real . She asked why was it that 10% was not good enought three weeks ago. She stated that 
we had negotiated exactly nothing to date and that there was no sens-e of where we stood as 
a membership. Any decision that we made or should make should be done together. She added 
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that the Administration too had its weaknesses and its breaking point, that the strain and 
pressure on the P&S was beginning to tell • . She also sympathized with the picketers who had 
10 real sense of their effect. Ann su ggested that we maintain the present selective strike 
action strategy. 
The question was called and the motion was DEFEATED. 
Nancy Wiggs then stated that the Trustees and volunteers would pass out a four part prefer-
ential ballot and that discussion would be entertained on the four options. The ballot read 
as follows: INDICATE YOUR PREFERENCE BY PLACING THE NUMBERS 1 THROUGH 4 IN THE BOXES PRO-
VIDED: __ CONTINUE AS· IS · __ ALL-OUT STRIKE IMMEDIATELY __ REDUCED SELECTIVE STRIKE 
NOW, BUILDING TO ALL-OUT LATER. ... STOP STRIKE ACTION NOW; ALL-OUT LATER. 
Lid Strand supported the continuing as is option as the only viable route. He said this 
should be supplemented by increased publicity and benefits. Another member spoke in favour 
of an all-out strike for maximizing our effect. Yet another felt that the selective strike 
strategy was the most effective. A further member favoured the al l -out strike so as not to 
split the membership. She felt th a t the situation could continue ih definitely as is . 
Pat Gibson spoke against ,the concept of an all-out strike as it was his perception that the 
Union would fall apart quickly. He said that the Union should react to various circumstances 
as they arose. The all-out strike had the disadvantage of not keeping any work flowing. 
The question was called and carried. Nancy Wiggs announced that the voting should now be in 
the process of being completed. She requested that a member put a motion on the floor to 
authorize continuing assessments • . 

Moved by Pat Gibson 
Seconded by Lid Strand 

THAT·AUCE LOCAL #1 HOLD A REFERENDUM BALLOT FOR 
CONTINUING ASSESSMENTS TO FINANCE OUR SELECTIVE 
STRIKE STRATEGY FROM MAY 31ST ON. 

Lissett Nelson amended the motion to include a percentage deduction rather than an across-
the-board approach. It was seconded by Ann Hutchison. The amendment read: " ••• ASSESSMENTS 
BASED ON A PERCENTAGE FORMULA .. • ". Discussion ensued on the amendment. At one point Nancy 
Wiggs stated that nay assessment would be automatically pro-rated according to the number 
of hours worked. 
Part way through the debate Nancy Wiggs announced the results of the preferential vote. 
-Option #1 garnered 203 votes and as this was a majority of the votes cast it CARRIED. Option 
#2 received 46 votes, Option #3 39 votes, and Option #4 15 votes. 
After further discussion on the amendment the question was called and the amendment was 
defeated. 
THE MAIN MOTION AS MOVED BY PAT GIBSON AND SECONDED BY LID STRAND WAS THEN CARRIED. 
Pat Gibson recommended that some action by the Union be considered during Convocation. Nancy 
Wiggs replied that the suggestion would be taken under ·advisement by the Strike Committee. 
She indicated that a further membership meeting might be s cheduled for the following Thursday. 

The meeting adjourned at 7:36 pm. 



1. No snoking 

2. a. Vote for Union Organizer -- please vote now & we'll count it now 

Close nominations for Convention (June 20, 21) -- 10 required 

c. Results of Provincial Affiliation referendum: For 402 
No 364 

3. Annour:icerrent of assessme?,1t referendum: Yes '?:>a~ 1. ,~ "--
No \ ao r 
45 \ 

4. Reports 4 will be presented 
then discussion on issue: lower to 10% or continue 

-- discussion will be allo~ on a broad range of issues related to this 

a. Contract Ccrnmittee -- Nancy Wiggs 
b. Effectiveness of Strike -- Cathy M:x)ney 
c. Options open to membership - Shurli Channe 
d. Recarrrendation of Contract/Strike/Executive -- Neil Boucher 

5. The issue on the fl(X)r is 10% or continue. If it is decided to continue 
then there will be a preferential ballot on how 
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1. 

2. 

AGE .NOA 

No sroking at meeting . 
Vote 

_ S~c)\es:» 1V\11k~ 
for Union Organizer -- ballot was given to you at door 

- please vote nCM & hand ballot in 
-- we will be able to count vote now 

3. Announcerent of results of assessnent referendun: Yes: 
No: 

. 4. Reports: Four reports ·i:id~ -~.nCM be presented to you. After that 
discussion will be open on the following issue: 

I.aver wage danand to 10% OR . l ct' . .c continue a ion in sane .1-0.rm 

As broad a discussion as possible will be encouraged at that titre. 

NCM we will proceed with the rep:>rts: 

a. Contract ~ttee Report -- Nancy Wiggs C<:..\-~'a .. 
b. Effectiveness of tre Strike _._ Cathy · Mooney c.~~-,. 
c. Options Open to the Merrbership -- Shurli Channe 
d. Recxmnendation of Contract/Strike/Executive -- Neil Poucher 

The issue on the floor nt:M is: I.aver wage demand to 10% or continue 

If we decide to continue, then a preferential vote will be taken 
as to how we will continue. · 
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- to be delivered by Nancy v7iggs -

On Saturday, May 17, the University and the Union attended a 

meeting at ~diation Se~ces in Burnaby. ve were placed in separate 

roans. We told Jock Waterston that we had to have the answers to bx> 

questions: 

1. Was the University prepared to change at all ~e base salary 

increase they previously proposed (the 10%}? 

2. Irrespective of the answer to the first question, was there 
any noveren.t at all on any other clauses still on the table. 

We further told Jock to tell the University that if the answer to 

question #2 was "Yes", then we were ready and willing to stay and 

negotiate on anything the University had to say. 

Jock left, but returned shortly. He told us that the answers to 

our questions were: 

1. tvas the University prepared to change at all the base salary 

increase they previously proposed? -- !~o. 

2. ivas there any rroverrent at all on other cJ_auses still on the 

table? - ''tve are not prepared to · negotiate those other 

benefits unless it is on the basis of an agreed, accepted 10%." 

Jock then said that he would like to bring ·the ·University into .the 

roan to answer these questions for themselves. we said that that \\Ould 

be fine. v1hen the University carre into the roan, the answers they 

gave were exactly the sarre. Jane Strudwick further said, when we 

asked what her-answer to the second question really meant, and I 

quote: "You must 1~ your wage danand to 10% before further nego-

tiations can oontinue. -.. 
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Effects of the 

·" . ' . 

Much of the infonnation given below is intentionally vague . This is not because 
it may not be true, but rather because it ·is tnie and has been given to us be 
supportive managment staff who were pranised anonymity . 

Many P&S staff (in non-affected depts) have refµsed to do addtional duties 
(such as bed-making · and garbage · collecting) and ·'·those who are are · getting 
pretty irritated 

An early norning shift at the Admin Building had: a 'special' volunteer 
picketer one norning - a faculty rrereber - woo wanted to let us know 
how IIU1ch he supported us and, · in fact, ·offered us a donati bn. 

I... 

The payroll dept's daily cheques is now being received at four-day 
intervals. Once called Daily Miscellaneous, it has temporarily been 
renaned Weekly Miscellaneous and is very top priority. 

Library Acquisitions which are nm nighlty have had to be re-run nurrerous 
ti.Ires due to errors 

At the ~pd of our first week, drinks (beer for GSAB, wine for the CC) were 
carried across our lines ver:y late in the day by top managerrent. Reports 
are that when the drinks ~re off, the back-log of vJC>rk remained 

.ar Payroll is certainly not 'keeping up with things'. Proof is the rnid-nonth 
advances of the picketers. You couldn .'t tell by our stubs that we 
walked out together. Deducations were very inconsistent. As well, 
several of our 'ftruck' manbers are still waiting for their advances, 
though nost (due May 15th) arrived on the 20th . 

A professor fran california has sent the following letter (READ LETI'ER) 

We realize that extra help has been given to the Adm.in. Building. For 
example, there were 2 stacks -of papae:t'\\Urk in the Admissions Office-
the filing was done, then they began processing the seond stack. The nan-es 
began to look familiar. You guessed it - they were reprocessing the processed 
fo:rms. We doubt this t~ of thing is the exception - it is unusual enough 
to be able to walk into a new job and perfonn it efficiently from day one 
without adding the spicial circumstances surrounding these job changes 
Sare of our jobs take a year to learn and they expect to handle it 
efficiently with little or no training? Not too likely 

Many cabs are refusing to cross our line at Gage resulting in the guests 
(or managerrent) toting luggage fran the street through the line. 

Quote fran a P&S staff (leaving GSAB) "It's very discouraging to discover 
you're not even qualified as a Clerk II" 

The support from P&S in affected buildings has .been great and quotes like 
"It's really a ness in there", "please care back", and "We really need you" 
are ntmerous 
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Sare P&S staff are refusing to do any 'extra' work, the others are seen 
arriving earlier and earlier and leaving later and later. ~st have been 
w:>rking Saturdays and many were told that ~nday the 19th ¥Ould be an 
ordinary ¥Ork day. Several have be~n seen taking work horre 

No new Fesearch Grant~ have been opened by Finance since May 1st. Faculty 
llEitlbers in receipt of such funds have no access to them; they are beginning 
to notice the effect, complain, and, often, pressure the adminis~ation. 

" 
'While we haven't been able to detennine exactly where the keypunching 
is being done, we are certain nost of it is being contracted out at 
the rate of $17 . 18 per hour. We do have one lead we are ¥Orking on -
a temporary parking sticker on a car seen often at the CC is issued to 
one Miss Striker. -

Vacations for many P&S have been cancelled - conditions we\wouldn't 
have to put up with. 

at least 2 to 3 dozens letters of support fran faculty irerrebers have been 
sent to President Kenny. 

Fegistering sudents have been told to go to your classes and do your 
w:>rk assuming you are registered. We will received confinna.tion later 
when this is over - causing chaos for the instructors and sutdents alike 

Speaking of instructors - many· Spring Sessions instructors will not have 
the salaries processed by May 31st - this could be up to a couple of hundred 
dissatisfied custorrers. 

have received a donation of $500 fo~ I.ocal 2 (SFU) and have received 
donations fran several individuals plus CUPI~ and the UBC Ta's who don't 
even have a contract yet. SFU and our TA' s have staffed our picket lines 
for our nanbership neetings during ·thls strike and their support is 
greatly appreciated. 

I attended a ~ting of the Vancouver and District labour Council last 
night . They expressed unreservedly their support for our strike and 
we have every reason to believe that donations will be forthcoming as 
a result . 

Several conferences have cancelled and our Provincial Association is 
now writing each · group who has l:x::>oked during the surrrrer to advise them of 
the situation so that they have tirre to make alernate arrangerrents if 
they wish. The loss of revenue and face to the University is keenly felt. 
Mike Davis, director of a:ousing, is carrying on his personal war against 
AUCE by driving recklessly through our picket lines and sinding out 
propaganda to which~ ~ve responded with a facual ·statemtnt to be 
distrubted in Gage. 

"Houle Electric" contacted the Union Office requesting a pass to cross 
the line at the CC for what they felt could be considered an errergency. 
Apparently a lot of the Infonnation is kep on tpaes which can becare 
damaged by temp and humidity extrenes and a serious flaw in the CC's 
ventilation system reguires repair. The pass was not issued and 
they pledged not to cross. 



Praninent P&S fran all over the campus have been enlisted in the fight 
against dirty sheets, garba.ge and soiled toilets. These contributors 
include Ken Young, Resistrar, Bob Clark, head of INternal Audit, 
Bob Grant and Jane Strudwick. 

One of the rrore recent groups to arrive at Gage was a busload of young 
children (8-10 yrs) The~r conversations lead us to believe they ~re 
doing their bit to support AUCE - quite a clean up will be requried 
when this group leaves. 

The telephone canpany has 30 .to 40 back orders for phones in Gage which 
are not being filled and managerrent is screaming for them. 

l 
After a~ of waiting for a travel advance from Finance l a faculty ITErnber 
was told it was ready, but when he went over to get it, they couldn't 
find it so he had to go on his trip without it. 

According to a dtudent .leaving GSAB, knowing the narre of a fonn does not 
help people find it - they have to be told what colour it is • . 

Several depts have hired studentsfor the ·surrrcer and have been told by Finacne 
that t hey could not possibly be paid on tilre; this may climb to the hundreds 

P&S staff have not been offered any compensation (nnnetary or otherwise -
unless you count a bottle of bear or glass of win) for their added efforts 
during the dispute and many have indicated that they are not prepared to 
continue at this pace much longer 

over-worked P&S staff (at least 3 we are aware of) have threatened resignation -
if this strike is not resolved very shortly (I.E., in the next few days.) 



OPI'IONS OPEN'TO'THE.MEMBERSHIP 

- to be delivered by Shurli Olanne -

The purpose of this reJ.X)rt is to outline objectively, the various 

options ·open to you • . 

A. The first option is to sign a collective agreerrent as soon as 

IX)ssible. There are b.o ways .of accanplishing this. 

l 
1. Sign what is on the Table now. This entails dropping all our 

remaining proposals, agreeing to what is on the table now, and 

accepting 10% plus a $100 bonus. 

The financial cost of this option i~ what we have already spent --

approximately $75,000. This is the $50,000 that was in our 

strike fund, and about ½ of the loan . we tcx:,k out. This represents 

what is spent as of tcxlay. 

' 
2. Accept the confines of . the University's insistence on a 10% settle-

nent, but insist on further negotiations on other i tans. The 

University has led us to believe that they are prepared to make 

sare noderate change in their stand in sare area. This may be 

in the area of an increased signing oonus or ·one of the non-cost 

items. It is unlikely to be in the area ··of shift differential 

as that ·appears to affect the 10%·overall wage ·increase. 

The oost of this option depends on how we approach it. If we 

decide t~ go back to work now and tl:y to negotiate this settle-

nent, then the cost will be the sane as above -- $75,000. If, 

.... /2 
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on the other hand, we keep the pressure on until we settle, or 

go back to ·~rk and have to go out agam to settle, the oost 

will be higher. 

Obviously, we v.ould never settle under the first option as long 

as the seoond option exists as a possibility. · 

B. The seoond option is to 'oontinue with sare fonn of our present 

strategy. . There are several different facets of this oPt,ion. 

1. Continue with the exact sane strategy as we are currently follow-

ing. This could irean that there oould be possilil~ changes in 
' 

what is being picketed, and in who is being pulled -- escalation. 

this strategy is absolutely dependant upon a ccmn.itment fran all 

of us, not just th:>se who are on strike. We need non-striking 

picketers to do picket duty relieving regular picketers. This 

past weekend, we had many, many people 'Who signed up for 

voluntary duty; only a handful of . whan shOvJed up. 

The financial cost of this option - is $75,000 to date and $50 per 

week. Financial assessments must pass, ·one . cannot vote for such 

a strike arrl then refuse to finance it. 

2. All-out Strike Imrediately. 

The financial cost of this option is the $75 ,·ooo we have spent 

to date, as well as the _$25,000 ~g from our loan. It 

would also .·rrean a co:cplete loss of . ~ges for the duration of the 

strike. This action will seriously affect other unions on campus 

arrl their support is essential. At this time ., sorce. information 

... . /3 
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about the status of other unions' negotiations is appropriate. 

The Operating Engineers, IDcal 882 net with the University last 

week. They were offered 10% in the first year and 9 in the 

seoond. They ·are not happy with this offer but there has been 

no official rejection. Bill Kady, the union rep. , says he is 

not opposed to a multi-year oontract if there is a (X)I.A or its 

equivilent. No future rreetings are scheduled. ~EU is in 
l 

nediation. They ·net on the 15th. Apparently Jane Strudwick had 

neglected to tell anyone else on the University's side about the 

rreeting . The Mediator , Fred Geddes sent Jane away at noon telling 

her to bring back sareone with autp.ority to negotiate or that 
I 

she oone . back when she has such authority. aJPE has just been 

offered 10% over one year. They are not reccmnending either 

acceptance or rejection of · this offer. · 

... . /4 
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At this !X)int, the first of . these options for continuing the 

present strategy appears to be the nore practical. 

3. To continue with the selective strike · by keeping out a minimum 

ntillber of people necessary so as to reduce our nanbers' pay-

cheque deductions to a rninirrun . ( for example, not much nore than 

one building at a tine) • To use ,the sumer rronths when \\Ork in 
l 

. 
POst buildings on campus is low to prepare an all-out strike 

in August or September. The preparatiqn for an all-out strike 

would include publicity, obtaining support fran other unions, 

gathering noney for our stril_ce fund th..n?ugh benefits, etc. and 

nobilization of ournanbership. 

It is essential to point out that any continuation of strike 

action bri _ngs with it the i;:ossibility _ of a lockout. The cost of 

such is that we will be without pay and effectively on an all-out 

strike. 

c. The third option is to put . the whole thing on hold until lq.ter -: __ :; 

This wculd nean a return to work without a contract and hopefully 

continue negotiations. Should we be unable to settle a contract 

we would pursue strike action later. :Again, careful attention must 

be paid to the negotiations of the other tnrions on campus, as their 

cooperation in any futw:e strike is essential. Likely -further strike 
. . 

action would occur in September or late August, and probably further 

strike action woold be in the fo:rm of an all-out strike. We \\Ould 

be without a contract in the interim. This reans that none of the 

.... /5 
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protections and :restrictions of the contract apply, although they 

will apply retroactively when we eventually settle. This is a 

hidden cost of these options (the cost of protecting people through 

arbitration, applications to the Labour Board, etc.) 



- to be delivered by Neil :Boucher -

At a joint Contract/Strike/Executive Ccmni.ttee meeting on Sm1day 

Ma.y 18, the following notion was passed: 

That we recx:mnend that we oontinue the strike in the sane 
manner as currently in effect for an indefinite period of 
time. 

Before I begin with the notivation for this ~rotmendation, it 

is inperati ve to point out a few important points. Firstly, this is 

not a notion, it is a recx:nnendation. You will be asked to vote pre-

rerentially on all the options . This allows · for mOI>lete discussion; 

no opinion is out of order. We want your rrost honest assessment, not 

a decision ma.de by peer pressure or enotionalism. Secondly, although 

we have provided you with a recamendation, following such a reccmrenda-

tion is no guarantee of success. '. ~\Te tried to re practical in our 

discussions of the matter, but we are far frcm infallible . Finally, 

we will abide by your decision -- absolutely. OUr personal preferences 

and prejudices aside, it is you who lead this tmion; we will carry 

your nessage. 

Now, as to notivation for our recx:nnendation: 
/ 

First , the phrase "indefinite pericxl of ti.Ire" exists in this 

recx:mnendation for a very specific reason~ To date, we have been 

handling the strike step-by - step. Each week ~,e decide to hold out 

' 

for one nore week with the understanding that if the situation becx:nes 

too unpleasant we can call it off. It is clear that the University 

.... /2 
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is able to do the exact sane thing. Sure their P&S staff are unhappy, 

conditions are \\Orsening, and nost irrportant of all, their procedures 

are fouled-up. · But, they can last on the sane basis we can -- week 

by week, and, if necessary, one m:>re week! In this sense, the weapon 

of tine has clearly been on the University's side. As our rroney 

dwindles we near the point when reality of ·the strike hits the 
. . l 

pocket-book. Our resolve is measured nore accurate~y by how w'e vote 

when it really hurts, rather than when.~ are having a "free" or 

irexpensive strike. The university knows this only too \-Jell. You 

can bet that they are watching this neeting very carefully because 

IT IS HERE T.dAT THE STRIKE l'VILL BE t~ OR IDST ! 

As I have said, tmtil tonight the weapon of tine has been on 

the University's side. OUr task is clear -- we nn.ist take this 

weapon away fran the University and put it FIRMLY on our side. 

To put time on our side we connit ourselves to winning -- it . 

is no rrore "maybe", but a finn "yes" - irrespective of hCM long 

it may take to reach - a settlerrent. However, having said that, any 

change in direction that na.y be necessary at a later date will not 

be ignored because of this reccmnendation being accepted. 

To capitulate at 10% not only wastes the noney we have spent to 

date, but it also sets a PRFCEDENI' for ALL future D:egotiations. 

You might consider that we voted overwhelmingly t~ go on strike 
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because this was not acceptable; it appears that to capitulate at this 

point betokens a change in attitude which I'm not sure is the case. 

The University did not negotiate this year and settling at 10% would 

only oonfinn that they never need to negotiate in gcxx1 faith again. 

We \\Ould beccrce a staff association whose voice ·is nerely a whine, 

caupletely inp:>tent to do anything about receiving what~ Y.Ould really 

like or what we feel we deserve. As a result, we let: \ d.oNn rrore than 

just ourselves -- how this strike turns out affects secretarial/ 

l<!rical \\Ork and its value, · as well as the entire spectrum of the 

wcner1' s v;ork force. OUR CAPITULATICN vOJLD PROVE, CNCE AT\JD FOR ALL, 

THAT OUR DEM::X::RATIC UNICN l'fiLL NOI' IDRK. 

To call for an all-out strike \\Ould be overkill at this p:>int. 

OUr selective actian ·has acconrplished exactly what~ intended it 

to accc:nplish. '!HE EFFECT IS CUMtlLATIVE: SUPPORI' GROB AS AWARENESS 

GRClvS. The administration of the University is being paralyzed and 

the papalysis is seeping throughout the entire university cx:mnunity • . 

It ma.y ~11 ·be a measure of our effectiveness tnat the University 

sees it as essential to "win" this dispute because our effectiveness 

nEans that we can do it again and "win" again. But what have on 

our side right now is solid supp::,rt from our manbership while the 

-qniversity cannunity is fracturing into carrps :of p:ro,.,AUCE and 

anti-AUCE administrators all of whan are fed up; and these divisions 

will increase with time. It is this very fracturing which makes the 

!X)Ssibility of lockout nore rerrote. 
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To return to ~rk, awaiting possilile future strike action, 

sacrifires the cumulative effect for what? There is no guarantee 

that a settlement would cane any sooner, or even better, in September. 

By waiting until then we \\Ould be telling the University that we do 

not believe that we can win our own strike. We ~uld be fooling 

ourselves if we believe that the other unions on campus can fight 

our battles for us. Besides, \\1hat guarantees do we hatTe that the 

other muons may not settle over the sm:rner by si911ing contracts 

that are ¥X:>rse than what we want -- thereby undercutting what 

bargaining clout we have? OUr strike rrR.1St be fought nON and should 

not be called off due to rain -- let's get wet and let's win! 

But there is also another level at which we must look at the 

decision to go ahead. The present course of action is not rrerely 

the rrost acceptable out of a serious of options open to us, Bur IS 

THE RIGHr COURSE OF ACI'IOO CN ITS 0-JN MERIT. 

The University played its card on Saturday, faking a solid 

front. We do not have to · fake such a front. Ours is real. They 

played an Ace and we hold trump. But victory will not care cheaply. 

If you accept our reccmrendation to "continue the strike in the sane 

manner as currently in effect", then you are accepting two things: 

First, that~ are all pulling together; that contributions of tine 

for picketing, rallies or whatever MUsr be forthcx:nrlng - no longer 

on a volunteer basis, but as a duty; and secondly that we bear the 
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financial burden equally. There may be ways to lighten the load in 

individual cases through loans or whatever, but assessrrent referenda 

nn.ist happen, must pass quickly and pa.yrrent of such assessments must 

be efficiently and unbegrudgingly and cheerfully paid. 

In taking into consideration all the risks, costs, enotions and 

strains of the options, and despite the difficulty, vJe must perservere. 
~' 

The right road is clear -- we are in: the right and have a j l:l-St and 

defensilile cause! \ve believe we are able to win -- and will win --

this dispute! 
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